European Association of Urology

11 - 15 March 2016, Munich

Anticipated attendance: 10000 delegates
Delegate profile: Urologists, nurses and allied medical professionals
Conference code: EAU16A
Meeting website: www.eaumunich2016.uroweb.org/

Exhibition address:
ICM – Internationales Congress Center München
Messe München
Messegelände
81823 München
Germany

Exhibition overview

The Annual EAU Congress is Europe’s largest urological event with specialists and affiliated medical professionals gathering for a critical assessment of clinical practices and key research developments.

The Congress presents the latest in science and education in various formats to suit the needs of all participants, including challenging state-of-the art lectures, fascinating HD video surgery sessions, skill-boosting hands-on trainings and practice-oriented courses. Now in its fourth decade of providing a comprehensive and effective platform for urological specialists from around the world.

Exhibition details

The full programme is available on the EAU website.

Deadline details

- Entry into Wisepress Congress Price List: Feb. 1, 2016
- Receipt of display material: Feb. 15, 2016

Exhibition shipping address for late entries
Publishers who miss the display materials deadline date need to send their material directly to the exhibition:

Please contact Wisepress (marketing@wisepress.com) for full shipping details.